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Dear Volunteer 4-H Leader: 

Since I've joined 4-H, you've given me a lot of "Do bees." " Do be on time." "Do be good at camp." "Do be a 
good record keeper." Well, I've thought about it and developed my list for you. 

Please be ready to accept my affection. 
Be Loving. I need lots to grow. 
Be consistent. That makes me trust you. 
Correct me in private if at all possible. 
Only make promises to me that you can keep. 
Try to keep up with how quickly I am growing up. 
Answer my questions for which you have the answer. 
Share with me your values but let me develop my own. 
Talk quietly. I'll attend more to what you're saying. 
Make me feel bigger than I am. I'll make fewer dumb mistakes. 
Remember that I love experimenting-I can't get along without it. 
Be firm and fair with me. I prefer it. It makes me feel more secure. 
Help me to form good habits. I have to rely on you to detect them. 
Listen carefully. Sometimes I cannot explain my actions accurately. 
Understand when I tell you I am afraid. These fears are real to me. 
Say, "I don't know," if you don't know the answer to my question. 
Maximize my virtues. Minimize my mistakes. This will help me develop a sense of self-esteem. 
Allow me to take the consequences for my actions unless they will injure my body or mind. 
Do be a real person who is open and honest with me. I'll know from your actions who you are--faults and all. 
Be my friend. I need you to talk with, to share my joys, my sorrows, my hopes, my successes and frustrations. 
Tell me how many times you'll remind (nag) me about something before there is a consequence for not acting. 
Be tolerant of my anger. When I say, "I don't like you," it isn't you I dislike, but your power to thwart me. 
Be considerate. If I'm pushed too hard sometimes I'll tell a lie if I think something or somebody needs protection. 
Be aware that you are one of many role models for my developing self. I'll accept some of You but not all. 
Be willing to apologize for a mistake. An honest apology makes me feel wann towards you. Now you're a little 
like me. 
Accept my idealism. Perhaps my friends and I, if we all pull together, will make this a better world for all of us. 
Be a continuing learner. Read good books. Study the stars. Enroll in a course in child development. Hear the 
songbird. Observe people. Contemplate the insect world. Reflect with a friend. Meditate. 

Your Friend, 
Four-H Member 

(Letter adapted by Courtney Schwertz, Extension Specialist, 4-H, Virginia Tech, from an article, "Some Don'ts for 
my 4-H leader," written by Dr. Maurice Spencer, 4-H Youth Development Leader, Georgia, in the March 1977 
issue of 4-H Ideas published by the Cooperative Extension Service, University of Georgia.) 



Citizenship development is intrinsic to 4-H. Each project, each activity and each event in 4-H 
offers an inherent opportunity to learn and practice one or more behaviors related to citizenship. 

Thus, it is suggested that citizenship is not an isolated subject area, but one that is part of every 
aspect of 4-H-just as it is a part of everyday life. 

However, there are times when it is appropriate to identify the subject "citizenship" and highlight 
it in a designated lesson. It is hoped that this publication offers such an introduction to citizenship 
in 4-H. 

This publication has three main objectives: 

1. To provide a general description and specific behaviors of a citizen in a democratic society. 
2. To identify and describe nine areas of learning activity that fall within citizenship. 
3. To provide sample single concept lessons that may be used with 4-H members for learning 

and practicing behaviors of good citizens. 

A good citizen is the person who is effective in self-other relationships because of understanding 
self and others and practicing the democratic process by believing in the positive potential in all 
people. 

As a result, the good citizen effectively and habitually acts with deep concern for the common 
welfare of self and others and takes into balanced account "freedom with responsibility" - having 
both rights for self and obligations to others. 

The nine areas of developing citizenship through 4-H are: 

1. Patriotism - Ceremonies and activities to promote patriotic behavior and feelings. 
2. Productivity - Understanding how individuals, both self and others, prepare for, contribute to, 

and are rewarded for their share in producing the Gross National Product. 
3. Economic value - Understanding economic principles as they relate to individuals, members 

of groups - both private and public, and organizations as entities. 
4. Problem solving - Dealing with activities which promote positive social attitudes and 

behavior. 
5. Issues - Leaming how to discuss an issue and selection of current issues. 
6. Democratic process - Means to improve participation in and understanding of the democratic 

process. 
7. Community involvement - Providing a framework for examining a community. 
8. Government - Understanding the workings of government. 
9. International - Understanding the world of nations and its people. 



LESSON#l 

Holidays 
Citizenship Area: Patriotism 

Purpose: To teach the importance of holidays. 

Activity: 
1. Give each 4-H member a copy of the following exercise. 
2. Select from each of the two lists and place the letters with the 

corresponding holiday which commemorates a special event 
or birthday. The first list (a-k) describes the person or event; the second list 
(1-v) is the date of commemoration. Some dates on which the holiday is celebrated may change 
from year to year. 

Abraham Lincoln 
Arbor Day 
Flag Day 
Labor Day 
Veterans Day 

George Washington 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Columbus Day 
Thanksgiving 

a. One of first Europeans to discover America. 
b. Pay tribute to former military personnel for their contribution to peace. 
c. A day set aside to give thanks. 
d. Anniversary of the day the U.S. flag was adopted. 
e. A day set aside to honor our working population. 
f. Declaration of Independence. 
g. Tree planting day. 
h. Sixteenth president. 
i. Honor those who gave their lives for our country. 
j. First president of the United States. 
k. July 4 
1. Fourth Thursday in November 
m. February 22 
n. First Monday in September 
o. October 12 (traditional) 
p. June 14 
q. November 11 
r. February 12 
s. Last Monday in May 
t. End of April or first part of May 

3. Discuss each holiday. 
4. After discussion, give the exercise again to the 4-H members. All should have improved. 
5. Have the members write a news report about the lesson. Select one or more to send to local 

news media such as radio and newspapers. 
6. Some members may want to further research a special holiday. Ask them to make a group 

report at the next meeting. 
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LESSON#2 

The Best Worker I Know 
Citizenship Area: Productivity 

Purpose: To identify work as a valuable activity. To discuss 
positive models of good workers. 

Activity: 
1. Ask "Who is the best worker you know?" Answer might 

include mother, neighbor, etc. 
2. Find out what each person named does for a living. 
3. Make a list of why each person is a good worker. These reasons could be very brief, such as: 

"works hard," "helps others," "gets all his work done." 
4. Ask "What kind of things doesn't a good worker do?" This list could become long, but try to 

keep it to seven or eight items. 
5. Make a list of good worker rules. With a marker you could put these on poster board or a large 

sheet of paper and discuss them again at another meeting - perhaps at the end of the summer 
when many 4-H members have had a chance to do some working. 

LESSON#3 

Influence of Television 
Citizenship Area: Economic Values 

Purpose: To increase the group leader's and 4-H member's 
understanding of how important television is in the lives of youth 
and its economic impact. 

Activity: 
1. Ask 4-H'ers to select a commercial they like and describe it for you. Maybe two or three 

members will act out a commercial. 
2 Ask the group to tell the names of programs they watched yesterday. They might get carried 

away discussing one they liked. Don't let this get too long. 
3. Use a chalkboard or flip chart to gather some information. Use these headings: 

Examples of JoAnne Cecil Rhonda Gail Product Purchased 
Commercials 
Seen Yesterday 

Toothpaste never 
Breakfast food sometimes 
Candy always 
Lipstick sometimes 
Perfume never 
Baby doll want to 
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4. Discuss how advertising affects us. Ask the 4-H'ers why they purchase some things and not 
others. You may want to develop another chart. 

5. Discuss how advertising affects a business such as a food processor. You will probably get all 
the answers from the group. If not, you can ask leading questions such as, "Does advertising 
make a difference if several manufacturers produce the same kind of product?" 

6. Finally, discuss with the group other methods in addition to television advertisements that can 
be used to make decisions about purchasing various items. 

LESSON#4 

Praise Bombardment 
Citizenship Area: Productivity 

Purpose: To help a child build a more positive image of himselft 
herself 

Activity: 
1. Tell the group that we are going to give each other gifts 

which are very valuable but which cost us nothing. 
2. Form a circle and ask someone to be "It." Put him/her in the center of the circle. 
3. Going around the circle, each person in tum tells the person who is "It" what she/he likes about 

her/him. Do not limit the comments to one statement necessarily. Continue around the circle 
until everyone has had a chance to speak. 
Example: 

I like the way you wear your hair 
You look really good in blue 
I think you 're cool 
You sure know a lot about cars 
You're a good shortstop. 

4. After everyone has had an opportunity to speak, choose someone else to be "It." Continue until 
everyone, including the leader, has had a tum in the circle. 

5. Praise bombardment, telling people the good things about themselves, does not permit negative 
criticism. 

6. Be ready to speak up if someone is "It" and no one starts speaking. 
7. After you have completed this activity, you can discuss two questions if you have time: 

a. How did this make you feel? 
b. How can we give people valuable gifts which do not cost us anything? 
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LESSON#5 

"Thinking of Others" 
Citizenship Area: Problem Solving 

Purpose: This lesson should help learners understand that an 
important part of life is helping others. 

Activity: 

1. Discuss with the group how they feel when someone gives 
them something, like a birthday present. 

2. Try to name some people in your neighborhood who are ill or live alone. Perhaps the group 
will know someone who is in a rest home or hospital. 

3. Try writing a brief note to them to tell that you are thinking about them. This can be done by 
the 4-H leader writing down word for word what each member says, or if the group is mature 
enough, provide a half sheet of notebook or typing paper for each one to write his/her message. 
This message should be short - perhaps only one or two lines. 

4. Discuss with the 4-H members how they think this person will feel when he/she gets the 
message. 

5. Mail these messages in one envelope. 

LESSON#6 

"What Ir?" 
Citizenship Area: Issues 
- .•.. :· 1®1111 · JiT .. . mi1111i11Hll . 'T!!Wif" . 

Purpose: To use imagination to describe a world where 
present rules do not apply. 

Activity: 

When we were younger, we all probably played games which 
called for a free use of our imagination. Through our imagination we can talk about the world we 
live in as if the present rules don't apply. 

1. Ask the 4-H members to imagine a world different from the one they live in now. 
2. Use any of the following suggested topics or others that you can think of: 

a. What if there were no fires? 
b. What if money had not been invented? 
c. What if gold and diamonds were as common as dirt and rocks, but flowers were 

extremely rare? 
d. What if there were no policemen? 
e. What if there were no schools? 
f. What if there were no traffic laws? 
g. What if everyone had a million dollars? 
h. What if there were no parents to say no? 
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i. What if human beings, like dogs, were color-blind? 
j. What if no one worked? 
k. What if we went to school at night and slept all day? 
1. What if days were only 12 hours long instead of 24 hours? 

m. What if animals could talk and people couldn't? 
n. What if children ran the government? 

3. Any of these topics could lead to the point of discussion that in order to have a world we can 
live in, we need rules. 

4. Play this game at a later time with another "What if' .. topic 

LESSON#7 

"This Is What I Feel" 
Citizenship Area: Democratic Process 

Purpose: To provide a means whereby 4-H members can learn to 
separate their knowledge from their feelings regarding 
candidates for office whether it's President of the United States or 
a Local 4-H Club. 

Activity: 
The leader of this lesson has to be careful in selecting which 

candidates will be chosen for this activity. If there is a lot of local feeling regarding a particular 
candidate, it might be better if a less well-known set of candidates were utilized for the exercise. 
However, it can be presidential, senatorial, congressional, local, or club candidates - depending upon 
your local situation and the time available. 

1. Provide each 4-H'er with four pieces of paper. This could be construction paper, newsprint, 
note paper, or scrap paper. Also provide a pencil and/or crayons or markers. 

2. Have each 4-H'er number the four pieces of paper - 1,2,3,& 4. On numbers 1 & 2, have them 
write the names of one candidate. On numbers 3 & 4, write the name of the other candidate. 

3. On page 1, have them write down what they know about the candidate -past offices held, 
home town, promises made during speeches, voting record, etc. Everything that they think of as 
a "fact" should be written down. 

4. On page 3, have them write down what they know about the other candidate. Similar "facts" 
that they think they know. 

5. On page 2, have each member draw a picture as to how they feel about this candidate. If they 
have problems, you may suggest they draw question marks, happy or sad faces, mixed lines, a 
plus or minus symbol, sunshine or storm clouds, big or small likenesses, kiss or a slap, charging 
bull or sleeping bear, or any combination of these. 

6. Have them do the same for the candidate on page 4. 
7. Tape pages 1 & 2 together so they fold out. Do the same for pages 3 & 4. 
8. Have each member talk about each candidate - "this is what I know and this is what I feel." Try 

not to make any judgements about an individual member's "knowing" or "feeling." Other 
members, as they describe candidates, will bring other information to the group. 

9. Discuss the difference between "knowing" and "feeling." Describe how our "knowing" 
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influences our "feeling." Help the group members learn how to find "facts" about candidates. 
10. This also may be a time where one could add that one of the precious freedoms we enjoy 

in this country is the freedom to seek information and choose and vote for a person who is 
competing for a particular office. 

11. If the activity is successful, you may want to repeat it with candidates who are com 
peting for some other political office. 

LESSON#8 

"Show-Off' 
Citizenship Area: Community Involvement 

Purpose: To point out why people "show-off" 

Activity: 

1. Ask - "What makes people show-off?" 
Several answers could be: 

a. To feel important 
b. To get others to notice them 
c. To get love 
d. To keep from being so afraid 
e. To hide or mask shyness 

2. Ask - "What are some ways people show-off that may make others unhappy?" Several answers 
could be: 

a. Flashy clothes 
b. Horseplay 
c. Hitting others 
d. Loud talk 
e. Big cars 
f. Cursing 
g. Spending and showing money in public 

3. Ask - "Are there ways to show-off which don't make others unhappy?" 

a. Participating in sports 
b. Giving a demonstration in 4-H 
c. Presenting a speech 
d. Doing something for others - such as baking a cake or cookies, making a flower arrange 

ment, etc. 
e. Writing a letter to the editor praising someone who has done a nice job. 

4. Say - "We all need to show-off. There's nothing to be ashamed about. Try to find ways 
which make you and others happy at the same time." 
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LESSON#9 

"Know the Counties" 
Citizenship Area: Government 

Purpose: To assist 4-H members in identifying units of 
government. 

Activity: 

To teach the names of Virginia counties. Ask 4-H members if 
they know the names of any counties in Virginia. Scramble the letters used in forming the names of 
counties and see how many can be identified. 

For example: 

rehny 
annahubc 
slige 
neeerg 
xssee 
aaielm 

rusyr 
eel 
geap 
dofatrfs 
htaeswm 
xesssu 

If you repeat this exercise from time to time, re-scrambling the letters and changing the order, it 
should become easier. 

Maybe the 4-H members would like to take this home to work on and return completed to you. 
Don't be concerned if they get help or look up the answers. After all, we're only concerned with 
whether they learn, not how. 

Use a map of Virginia. Let them find the locations of the counties on the map. 

Next, ask them to identify some of the roles that are assumed by county government. You might 
again use the technique of scrambling letters in the words that are used to describe roles of county 
government. 

Also, this exercise can be repeated using names of cities, states, names of government officials, 
countries, etc. 
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LESSON#lO 

"Learning an International Language" 
Citizenship Area: International 

Purpose: As citizens of this world, it is important for us to be 
able to quickly recall terms and applicable concepts of the 
language of metric. This lesson should aid in this development 
under fun conditions. 

Activity: 
Metric Baseball. This lesson is an activity useful for learning the metric system which is the 

language of measurement used by over 90 percent of the world's people. 

1. Arrange four chairs around the room, one for each base (or if outdoors, use a baseball diamond 
or approximation). 

2. Choose teams as in pickup baseball games or divide the group into two equal teams. 
3. Toss a coin to see which team bats first. 
4. The team batting lines up behind home plate; the team in the field lines up behind the pitcher's 

mound. 
5. The first persons in the lineups are the batter and pitcher. After their tum, they rotate to the 

back of the line. 
6. Read a question related to the language of metric. The batter and pitcher each try for the an-

swer. If the batter answers correctly and is first, he moves to first base. If the pitcher answers 
correctly and is first, the batter is out. The tie always goes to the pitcher. If both give wrong 
answers - then it is a tie. 

7. You can vary the format by valuing harder questions with triples, doubles, double and triple 
plays. 

8. After a few innings, the team that has scored the most runs is the winner. Be sure to stop while 
the participants are still having fun and well before they tire of the game. 

9. Suggested questions (there are many references which you and your members may use to find 
many other questions and answers. You may even make an assignment to look up questions 
and answers the meeting before you play metric baseball.) 
a. Meter is a term used to measure what? Answer - length 
b. Liter is a term used to measure what? Answer - volume 
c. Gram is a term used to measure what? Answer - mass or weight 
d. Celsius is a term used to measure what? Answer - temperature 
e. Normal body temperature is what number of degrees Celsius? Answer - 37 degrees 
f. The speed limit on open highways is what number of kilometers per hour? Answer -88km/h 
g. How many milliliters in a liter? Answer - 1000 
h. How many grams does a nickel weigh? Answer - about 5 grams 
i. At Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati, how far does a batter have to hit the ball to get a home 

run? Answer - 130 meters. (the park has been marked in metric- correct answer is worth at 
least a home run or a triple play.) 
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I hear - I forget 
I see - I remember 
I do - I've learned 

I Pledge 

My Head to clearer thinking 
My Heart to greater loyalty 

My Hands to larger service, and 
My Health to better living for my Club, 

my Community, my Country, and my World 

This publication has been compiled by Courtney Schwertz, Extension Specialist, 4-H, Virginia polytechnic Institute and State 
University. Appreciation is extended to many people who have spent much time thinking about citizenship and from whom ideas and 

materials were obtained. Specifically, many of the single concept lessons were adapted from a citizenship workshop. 
Chair of that workshop was Wayne Murphy, then a member of the state 4-H staff in Ohio. 

Virginia Cooperative &tension programs llld employment an: open IO all, regardless of race, oolor, religion, sex, age, veteran status, national origin, disability. or political affiliation. An equal 
oppcxtunity/affumative IClion employer. Issued in furtherance of Cooperative &tension work, Virginia Polyh:chnic Institute and Slate Univenity, Virginia State University, and the U.S. Depanment of 

Agricultwe ooopcrating. William A. Allen, Dircc:tor, Virginio Cooperative &tension, Virginia Tech, BlacksbwJI; 
Lomiza W. 4'ons, Adminislnlor, 1890 &tension Program, Virginia State, Petcrsbuig. 
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